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ABSTRACT

This performance will highlight the AppiOSC, a live interface that enables wireless, bi-directional control between a live coding graphics interface The Force and a modular synthesizer. Our intention with the AppiOSC in the context of Owego System Trade Routes is to extend beyond the typical, unidirectional manifestation of interactivity in audio-visual performance, in which the audio signal drives, or influences the graphics, while the graphics signal has little to no direct impact on the audio. With bidirectional control, both the visual and audio artist can explicitly impact the other’s outcome, enabling performative possibilities beyond a unidirectional system.

1 Introduction

Owego System Trade Routes demonstrates the first iteration of the AppiOSC. This hardware and software communication interface samples control voltages from the modular synthesizer and transmits these values wirelessly to the live coding graphics interface. Additionally, text within the live coded graphics interface is transformed by the AppiOSC into musically-useful control voltages plugged into the modular synthesizer. Owego System Trade Routes is a performance that incorporates this live bi-directional communication interface, and will demonstrate how each performer grapples with the unexpected, real-time changes to the functionality of their instrumentation, live coded text or modular synthesizer respectively. By tethering each performer to the other via a constant stream of malleable and often uncontrollable variables, the performers must react and respond in real-time. And as each performer reacts with particular modifications to their respective performance device, those changes are immediately reflected back on their counterpart, creating a constantly evolving feedback loop of mediated influence. document template available from the conference website.

Figure 1: Screen shots from Owego System Trade Routes

2 Documentation

Owego System Trade Routes (2016) short example:

https://vimeo.com/153029100
3 Rider

Preferred Stage Layout:

- Single large table (approximately 6 feet long) in front of large projection surface

Equipment to be provided by artists:

- visual: laptop with VGA, DVI, and HDMI adapters, usb powered m-audio audio interface
- audio: laptop with stereo (2 channel) output, will send two 1/4 inch cables
- audio: modular synthesizer (will terminate at the same two 1/4 inch cables listed above)

Equipment to be provided by conference:

- Projector
- Appropriate cabling depending on length to projector to stage
- Minimum preferred projected pixel size 1024x768 or 1280x720
- Projection surface
- Stereo speakers, ideally with sub-woofer
- Tables to perform on
- Two chairs
- Low light on performers
- If possible, small mixer with four 1/4" inputs, 2 1/4" outputs + headphone out
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